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Company Profile
UPDF, developed by Superace Software Technology Co., LTD, 

headquartered in Hong Kong since 2021, boasts a team with core 

members who have accumulated over 15 years of expertise in the PDF 

domain. Committed to crafting world-class digital office software, UPDF 

integrates practicality with Al enhancements, offering seamless PDF 

editing capabilities worldwide. With a user-centric approach, UPDF 

caters to millions of users across 150+ countries and regions around 

the world, delivering safe, professional, and efficient software services.

Corporate 
Values

Product-driven 
excellence, 
independent thinking; 
authentic service, 
industrial leadership.

Business 
Philosophy

Through expertise and 
genuine care, we offer 
customers secure, 
professional, and 
efficient digital office 
solutions.

Corporate
Vision

Forge a digital content 
creation platform and 
information system hub, 
propelling us to the 
forefront of the world's 
software landscape.
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ENTERPRISE
HONOR



Enterprise Honor And Qualification

• G2 High Performer Award for Spring Americas 2024

• Five-Star User Praised Brand on SourceForge

• Slashdot 2023's Most Popular Office Software

• PDF Association Member

March, 2024 May, 2023 February, 2023 May, 2022

High 
Performer

SPRING

2024

-PDF
association

MEMBER
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Our Journey

2021 ■ 
2022 ■ 
2023

AUG Superace Softwarewas founded.

JUL

MAR

2024

UPDF VI.0 released in 20+ 
countries.

UPDF provides private 
deployment for companies.

UPDF Al, a built-in intelligent Al
JUL assistant within UPDF, has been 

launched for analyzing PDFs.

APR
The web version of UPDF Al 
released.

UPDF enables multi-terminal connectivity 
and introduces industry-leading features.
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Core Advantages

(V

Product Advantage
• User-friendly enterprise 

authorization system.

• Stylish, easy-to-use UX.

• Works on multiple platforms.

R&D
Team Advantage

• Over 15 years of PDF R&D experience.

• Agile development with fast updates.

• Adaptable architecture for latest tech 

trends.

Service Advantage
• Dedicated, professional support team.

• 24/6 service response.

• Proactive customer assistance.
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Growth Prospect Striving to become the foremost PDF editor in the 

industry, UPDF leverages over a decade of technological 

prowess and exceptional product strength. With its 

unparalleled cost-effectiveness, UPDF is driving industry 

growth, showcasing its competitive edge in the global 

market. Market growth rates surpass those of its peers, 

highlighting UPDF's escalating prominence.

With a commitment to innovation, UPDF aims to elevate its Al 

capabilities, enabling users to read and analyze PDFs with 

unprecedented speed and accuracy, outperforming manual 

analysis by over 99%. This advancement reflects UPDF's 

dedication to providing cutting-edge solutions that streamline 

document management tasks and enhance productivity.

Recognizing the need for broader accessibility, UPDF is 

expanding its platform support to include Linux, 

addressing the scarcity of PDF editors compatible with this 

operating system.

Upholding a commitment to inclusivity, UPDF plans to 

enhance language support, aiming to accommodate a 

diverse global user base. Currently supporting 12 languages 

for interface display, including English, German, Italian, 

French, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, and more, UPDF is 

dedicated to fostering a user-friendly experience for 

individuals worldwide, regardless of linguistic preference.

UPDF: Powering The 
Future Of PDF Solutions



Product Introduction
UPDF stands as a comprehensive Al-powered PDF editor crafted by the 

Superace team, offering a suite of powerful PDF processing features 

tailored for modern workplaces worldwide. From reading and editing to 

annotations, Al chatting, format conversion, form filling, signing and 

more, UPDF streamlines PDF management tasks with ease.

Compatible across multiple platforms, including Windows, Mac, Android, 

and iOS, UPDF ensures seamless accessibility for users regardless of 

their device preferences. Moreover, UPDF caters to enterprise needs by 

supporting private deployment on both external and internal networks, 

coupled with robust information-based authentication management.

Committed to delivering cost-effective, top-tier solutions, UPDF 

empowers enterprise users with secure, efficient, and intelligent PDF 

digital document management services.
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Enhanced PDF Reader
Read PDFs anywhere, anytime.

Introduction

UPDF's enhanced PDF Reader redefines your file reading experience, offering a versatile software system accessible across desktop and 
mobile devices. Featuring an innovative large window interface, it combines over a decade of PDF industry expertise to deliver stable, 
speedy, and user-friendly performance across Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS. With support for various reading modes like single-page 
view, two-page view, single-page scrolling, and two-page scrolling, UPDF caters to diverse user needs in different scenarios.

Advantages/Features

• Large and unique windows display

• Compatible across systems with rich 

features

• Easily switch between single-page 

and two-page views

• User-friendly slideshow mode

• Quickly annotate text with diverse 

tools

• Manage thumbnails efficiently

• Manage bookmarks easily

• One-click sharing for convenient 

document collaboration

• Control permissions for privacy

Deployment configuration

Support for deploying private networks within public and intranet environments is available for: 

Windows 7 or later | macOS 10.14.6 or later | iOS 14.0 or later | Android 6.0 or later
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Smart PDF Editor
An easy-to-use, full-featured, advanced PDF editor

Introduction

UPDF's Smart PDF Editor is a versatile software solution compatible with desktops, mobile devices, and tablets, ensuring seamless 
document management across platforms. With support for various operating systems, users can access their accounts from any device. 
This powerful editor allows for text, image, link, and form editing within PDFs, alongside features like reading, annotation, conversion, 
page management, and document protection. UPDF also leverages integrated Al features to boost users' productivity. Renowned for its 
capabilities, UPDF stands as one of the most powerful PDF editors available.

Advantages/Features

Quick Editing on PDF Content

• Add/edit text, change font, font color, and font size
• Crop, rotate, extract, replace, and delete images
• Add links, linkto specific pages within the PDF orto a web page
• Customize layout Settings
• Add attachments like documents, images, videos, audio, etc.
• Flatten layers
• Add comments and manage them through the list
• Form creation and editing
• Digital signing or handwritten signing
• Encryption and decryption
• Bookmark management and printing

Tailoring Your 
PDF's Appearance

• Adjust or crop page size

• Customize background colors 

and backgrounds

• Create, add, and modify 

watermarks

• Add headers and footers

Merge, Split, and Batch 
operations

• Merge multiple PDFs into one

• Split a PDF into multiple PDFs

• Convert, merge, insert, print, 

encrypt, add bates numbers, 

and create PDFs in batches

Deployment configuration

Support for deploying private networks within public and intranet environments is available for:

Windows 7 or later | macOS 10.14.6 or later | iOS 14.0 or later | Android 6.0 or later



Efficient OCR
Instant identification & extraction, high accuracy

Introduction

With precise OCR identification technology, UPDF enables swift conversion and data extraction for PDF documents in 38 languages. 
Users can also quickly convert non-editable PDFs or images into editable PDFs or other desired formats (Word, Excel, TXT, etc.), 
significantly reducing manual input errors and enhancing document processing efficiency. This technology minimizes labor costs while 
boosting productivity, making document management a breeze.

Advantages/Features

Converts non-editable or scanned PDFs to editable PDFs or other file formats (i.e, Word, Excel, TXT.) 

Provides options for layout selection: "Text and pictures only", "Text over the image", "Text under the image" 

Converts editable PDFs to image-only format with customizable image quality

Utilizes MRC for image compression

Ensures up to 99% OCR recognition accuracy 

Supports scanned documents and images

Recognizes text in 38 languages

Offers high OCR speed

Provides selective picture quality options

Supports multilingual documents

Offers various output formats

Allows customizable layout settings

38-Languages 
Recognition

Scanned Docs &
Images Supported

High OCR 
Speed

w 00

Various
Output Formats

Upto 99% 
Accuracy

Customizable
Layout Settings

Deployment configuration

Support for deploying private networks within public and intranet environments is available for:

Windows 7 or later | macOS 10.14.6 or later | iOS 14.0 or later | Android 6.0 or later



Powerful PDF Converter
Fast multiformat conversion

Introduction

With robust technical research, development, and innovative capabilities, UPDF has achieved industry-leading strength in document 
format conversion technology. Our conversion service system supports a wide array of formats, enabling users to seamlessly convert 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, TXT, Visio, images and CAO files to PDF using our PDF creation feature. Additionally, users can convert PDFs to 
various formats such as Word, Excel, PowerPoint, CSV, RTF, TXT, BMP, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, GIF, XML, and HTML. We also support the 
conversion of PDFs to PI F/A, an international standard archive file format, catering to diverse application requirements in electronic file 
management, document flow, and more. Furthermore, UPDF facilitates batch conversion, allowing users to convert multiple PDFs to 
other file formats simultaneously, streamlining workflows efficiently.

Advantages/Features

• Convert/export PDF documents to Word, Excel, PPT, TXT, image (BMP, 

□ PEG, PNG, TIFF, and GIF), CSV, RTF, XML, and HTML.

• Utilize the "PDF creation" feature to convert other file types to PDF, 

including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, images, Visio, and CAO files.

• Convert scanned PDF documents into editable file formats.

• Support batch conversion.

Deployment configuration

Support for deploying private networks within public and intranet environments is available for:

Windows 7 or later | macOS 10.14.6 or later | iOS 14.0 or later | Android 6.0 or later
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Revolutionary Al Assistant
Seamless integration with Al to enhance your document efficiency by tenfold

Introduction

UPDF leverages cutting-edge Al technology to get your PDF work done faster and more efficiently. Powered by the latest Al technology, 
UPDF Al rapidly analyzes PDFs, offering summarization, translation, and explanation of content, and engaging in professional dialogue. 
From market research insights to contract reviews, copywriting, content translation, and document summarization, UPDF's Al 
capabilities cater to a wide array of document processing needs with precision and efficiency.

UPDF Al is now available on Windows, Mac, Android, iOS, and the web.

Swift, precise, multi-lingual 

supported, and professional
Translation

• Comprehensive

grammar correction
• Thorough

content polishing
• Al-driven writing

rapid Summarization
Automatic, accurate, and
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DEPLOYMENT AND
AUTHORIZATION



Product Deployment
UPDF offers various deployment modes tailored to either external Internet or internal LAN 
environments, ensuring compatibility with enterprises' heightened security needs, particularly for 
privatized internal LAN deployment.

Internet Environment Deployment LAN Environment Deployment

V VV
V

In enterprise IT environments where all 
terminals have internet connectivity, users 
can log in to terminals without the need for 

service deployment, thereby fulfilling 
enterprise needs for seamless office 

) operations. A

7 
F

If certain or all terminal devices within 
an enterprise cannot connect to the 

internet, UPDF offers private LAN 
deployment options to align with 
enterprise security management 

standards.

Deployment configuration

Private Deployment: 4G network, 8-core processor

System Requirements: Windows 7 or later | macOS 10.14.6 or later | iOS 14.0 or later | Android 6.0 or later
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Account Authorization Options

Enterprise
License

Enterprise
Floating License

Enterprise
Site License

Corporate 
common account

Ideal for small and micro
enterprises, organizations, or 
departments with a limited 
number of accounts and a 
stable user base. Enterprise 
account administrators have 
the flexibility to assign or revoke 
team authorizations manually.

Enterprise 
smart account

Ideal for small and medium-sized 
enterprises or organizations with 
a fluctuating user base and 
varying usage frequencies. All 
enterprise employees can register 
accounts, with the only limitation 
being the number of concurrent 
online accounts allowed.

Enterprise 
organization account

Ideal for large organizations 
or businesses with extensive 
user bases, it enables 
companies to enroll divisions, 
subsidiaries, or partners in 
the licensing program 
without geographical 
limitations.
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PRODUCT EDGE AND 
PRACTICAL USES



UPDF: Powering Industry Offices

UPDF is widely adopted across diverse sectors such as Banking, Education, Legal, Healthcare, 
Manufacturing, and Insurance. Tailored to suit the varied office needs of enterprises and public 
institutions across different industries, UPDF provides comprehensive solutions for digital 
document management. From manufacturing and finance to education, legal, healthcare, and 
insurance sectors, UPDF empowers organizations to enhance efficiency by catering to their 
specific office requirements.

Manufacturing Healthcare Insurance

Banking Education Legal
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Enterprise Procurement Application Value

Unbeatable Value 
with Unique 
Functionality

Offering features 
comparable to Adobe, 
alongside tailored 
application advantages. 
Providing lifetime 
authorization at reduced 
rates and tiered discounts 
to minimize corporate 
procurement expenses.

Seamless Transition, 
Effortless Operation

With its intuitive 
functionality and interactive 
interface, it's incredibly easy 
to use. Packed with features, 
it requires no training for 
seamless replacement.

Flexible Authorization, 
Personalized Deployment

Offering enterprises a range of license 
options including enterprise license, 

enterprise floating license, and 
enterprise site license. Supporting 

personalized deployment needs such as 
extranet and intranet privatization.

Simplified And Convenient IT 
Management

Enhancing enterprise IT efficiency by 
streamlining authorization 
management, facilitating easy addition 
or removal of accounts, and effectively 
managing digital software assets.
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UPDF Main Features

Edit PDF

Text: add, delete, copy & paste, change font, color, etc.

Images: rotate, extract, crop, replace, resize, copy & paste, and delete

Links: add, edit, and delete

Background: add, edit, and remove options are available. The feature 
supports importing images and PDFs for use as backgrounds.

Header & footer: add, edit, and delete

Edit all other elements in PDFs

Al Assistant Analyze, summarize, translate, explain, write, and chat with PDF

PDF form

Create 9 types of tillable form fields

Form filling with automatic Form Field Recognition

Digital signature supported

Duplicate fields across pages & create multiple copies simultenously

Create PDF

Create a blank PDF document

Create PDFs from Word/Excel/PPT/Visio/Images/CAJ files

Create multiple PDF files simultaneously

Create from screenshots and clipboard contents (exclusive to updf Mac)

Protect PDF

Set up/delete open password

Set up/delete password for PDF editing, page managing, form filling, 
commenting, signing existing signatures, and extracting pages

PDF redaction

Add watermarks

Convert PDF
Convert to Word, Excel, PPT, CSV, RTF, TXT, Images, XML, and HTML

Export to PDF/A

Read PDF
Slideshow mode, thumbnail management, single-page and two-page 
reading mode

Bookmark management

Organize 
PDF

Share PDF

Annotate 
PDF

Sticky notes, highlighters, strikethroughs, underlines, squiggles, text 
boxes, text callouts, pencils, erasers, shape tools, stickers, stamps, 
and attachment tools

Insert, replace, extract, split, rotate, duplicate, and delete pages

Quickly select odd, even, portrait, landscape, or all pages

Split pages

Crop pages, supports cropping for single and multiple pages

Send PDF as email attachments or share in the form of links and 
QR codes

Export comments to PDF, delete comments
Batch

Processing
Batch convert, combine, insert, print, encrypt. Bates Numbering, 
and create

OCR PDF
Make scanned PDF editable

Convert scanned PDF to other editable formats

Turn editable PDF to image-only PDF

Measure PDF Measure distance, perimeter, or area

UPDF Cloud Synchronize PDFs across Windows, Mac, iOS, and Android Others Flatten PDF, print PDF, compress PDF

*UPDF will be continuously upgraded and updated to become more powerful.



@superacesoftware
WW UPDF
U A Universal, Productive, Delightful, Fast PDF Editor.

@updfeditor

@UPDF

in @updfeditor

PLATA, 15/F, GOLDFIELD IND BLDG, 144-150 TAI LIN PAI ROAD, KWAI CHUNG, NT, HONG KONG

Email: marketing@superace.com

Website: https://updf.com/

mailto:marketing@superace.com
https://updf.com/
https://www.facebook.com/superacesoftware
https://www.instagram.com/updfeditor/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqeHqv-fbsUUYFuUjDZqsTA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/superace-software/
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